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M.A v. A.A

Receive free daily summaries of new opinions
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION WITHOUT THE 
                               APPROVAL OF THE APPELLATE DIVISION 
        This opinion shall not "constitute precedent or be binding upon any
     internet, this opinion is binding only on the parties in the case and 

                                                        SUPERIOR COURT OF N
                                                        APPELLATE DIVISION 
                                                        DOCKET NO. A-1493-2

M.A., 

          Plaintiff-Respondent, 

v. 

A.A., 

     Defendant-Appellant. 
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_______________________ 

                   Argued May 24, 2021 – Decided June 30, 2021 

                   Before Judges Messano, Hoffman, and Suter. 

                   On appeal from the Superior Court of New Jersey, 
                   Chancery Division, Family Part, Atlantic County, 
                   Docket No. FM-01-0537-18. 

                   Phyllis Widman argued the cause for appellant. 

                   Steven P. Scheffler argued the cause for respondent 
                   (Reynolds & Scheffler, LLC, attorneys; Kendyll G. 
                   Clayton, on the brief). 

PER CURIAM 
      Defendant A.A. appeals a January 21, 2021 Family Part order entered 

following a bench trial that appointed plaintiff M.A. as the limited medica

guardian of vaccinations for their daughter.      We affirm the order, find

substantial credible evidence in the record to support it. 

                                        I. 

                                        A. 

      Plaintiff and defendant were married in 2005. They have one child — 

A.A. (Adele)1 who was born in July 2013. The parties divorced in February 

2018. As part of their divorce, they entered into a Marital Settlement Agre

(MSA). 
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      Under the MSA, the parties share joint legal and physical custody of 

Adele. Paragraph 5.1 of the MSA provides: 

            5.1. It is the parties' intention to share joint physical 
            and legal custody of their daughter, [Adele], without 
            the designation of a parent of primary residence. The 
            parties considered their ability to communicate and 
            share all the needs of [Adele], and further agree that 
            their daughter's best interest is paramount. . . . [T]he 
            parties shall immediately notify the other in the event 
            of an emergency situation involving [Adele] and agree 
            to provide the other with emergency telephone 
            numbers. 

1 
  We use initials and a pseudonym to maintain the confidentiality of the ch
R. 1:38-3(d). 
                                                                          A
                                        2 
            [(emphasis added).] 

      Under paragraph 5.2, plaintiff and defendant both agree they "shall 

conduct themselves in a manner that shall be best for the interest, welfare

happiness of [Adele]." The MSA did not address the procedure for resolving 

disputes between plaintiff and defendant in the event of a disagreement abo

how to address a medical emergency involving Adele. It did not mention eith

parent's religious beliefs or how those might relate to Adele. 

      The MSA also did not mention vaccinations for Adele. This was even 
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though on June 26, 2015 — before they were separated in September 2015 — 

they submitted a letter to Adele's preschool that claimed a religious exemp

from vaccination requirements. This letter provided: 

            To Whom It May Concern: 

            As parents, based on our personal religious beliefs, we 
            object to the following vaccinations, including but not 
            limited to, Dtap/DPT, HepB, Hib, Tetanus (TB), MMR, 
            Polio, and Varicella (Chicken Pox), for our child, 
            [Adele]. 

            Our child's body is the Temple of God. Our family's 
            religious beliefs prohibit the injection of foreign 
            substances into our bodies. To inject into our child any 
            substance which would alter the state into which she
            was born would be to criticize our Lord and question
            His divine omnipotence. Our faith will not allow us to 
            question our Lord and God, nor challenge His divine 
            power. 

                                                                          A
                                        3 
The letter quoted from the Bible. It noted that their objection "is based o

lifelong deeply-held spiritual beliefs based on scripture." The letter said

vaccination of Adele "violates laws put forth within us by a higher force .

The letter concluded with: 

            Our personal religious beliefs include our obedience to 
            God's law, the Holy Bible, and we believe that we are 
            responsible before God for the life and safety of our 
            child, created by God. 
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      After their divorce, they provided a letter to their local Board of E

on August 3, 2018, that again requested a religious exemption for Adele to 

attend kindergarten without the State law required vaccinations. It contain

much of the same language as the earlier letter. 

                                        B. 

      Plaintiff testified that on April 11, 2019, Adele stepped on a rusty 

punctured her foot. He took her to the hospital where she received a diphth

tetanus, and pertussis (DTaP) vaccination.         Plaintiff testified he a

defendant that Adele received these vaccinations. Adele did not have an adv

reaction. 

      A few weeks later, defendant and Adele were scheduled to go to Bulgar

Plaintiff opposed this because Adele did not have all her vaccinations. On 

10, 2019, plaintiff filed an order to show cause and verified complaint in 

                                                                           
                                         4 
Family Part seeking to enjoin defendant from taking Adele out of the countr

Defendant objected because she previously vacationed with Adele in Bulgaria

even though she was not vaccinated. On May 16, 2019, the Family Part judge 

denied plaintiff's OTSC and allowed defendant and Adele to go to Bulgaria 
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because she previously travelled there without vaccinations. 

      After Adele returned, plaintiff took her for follow-up vaccinations. 

May 29, 2019, she received a second tetanus shot and the "MMR" vaccine for 

measles, mumps, and rubella.      Plaintiff authorized these shots without 

knowledge or consent of defendant. Adele developed a rash in an area on her

back sometime between one to four weeks later. Her pediatrician, Dr. Edwin 

Lopez-Bernard, examined the rash on June 26, 2019, and diagnosed it as cont

dermatitis from something Adele had touched. 

      The day earlier — June 25, 2019 — defendant filed a motion in the Fam

Part seeking sole custody of Adele and to enjoin plaintiff from having any 

vaccinations administered to Adele. Defendant claimed she and plaintiff agr

not to vaccinate Adele and that they submitted a "religious exemption" from

vaccination for her attendance at school. She alleged plaintiff "deceptivel

behind [her] back" to have Adele vaccinated. 

                                                                           
                                       5 
      Plaintiff filed a cross-motion requesting sole legal authority to mak

medical decisions for Adele, including decisions about vaccinations. In the
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alternative, plaintiff requested a plenary hearing.   In plaintiff's suppor

certification, he alleged vaccinations were needed to keep Adele "safe and 

healthy" for school. Plaintiff wanted age-appropriate vaccinations. Plainti

alleged defendant was against all vaccinations based on "conspiracy theorie

and not because of any religious objection; in fact, he alleged defendant w

atheist.   On August 30, 2019, plaintiff consented to refrain from further 

vaccination pending further court order. 

                                      C. 

      The trial court conducted a three-day plenary hearing in August 2020.

summarize the trial evidence only as necessary to address the points raised

appeal. 

      Dr. Arthur Edward Brawer testified for defendant as an expert in 

rheumatology and immunology.         He reviewed Adele's records from the 

Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) when she was admitted in 2017. H

met with defendant and discussed Adele's growth and development. Dr. Brawer

testified Adele had a "diathesis or a tendency to autoimmune problems." He 

also examined Adele. 

                                                                          A
                                       6 
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      Dr. Brawer testified that in April 2019, Adele received the DTaP 

vaccination and later the MMR vaccine. In June 2019, she received another 

DTaP and MMR vaccine. She developed what he said was a diffuse skin rash 

on her trunk and extremities.     From photographs of the rash, Dr. Brawer 

diagnosed this as a "systemic allergic reaction" to the vaccines given in J

      In August 2017, when she was four years old, Adele had idiopathic 

thrombocytopenia purpura (ITP) caused by a virus that attacked her body's 

platelets. After a discussion about vaccines and the autoimmune disorders t

can occur from vaccines, Dr. Brawer testified that a person with a previous

autoimmune condition is at risk. He testified that Adele is 

            at very high risk for a life-threatening autoimmune 
            problem, which with the next vaccination doesn't have 
            to necessarily be low platelets. It could be a severe 
            vasculitis. It could be a stroke. It could be anything. 
            It could be a life-threatening inflammatory and 
            immunologic disorder and it doesn't necessarily have to 
            involve platelets. 

He testified this could happen because Adele already had ITP and a skin ras

Dr. Brawer opined it was "mandatory to minimize the risk benefit ratio in t

patient and to minimize the risk." He concluded Adele is at "high risk for 

li[fe]-threatening disorder if she's vaccinated." He expressed that it woul
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                                        7 
better to let "her go her merry way and just get a viral infection of any k

mumps, measles, whatever." 

      Dr. Brawer testified that for the vast majority of people, contractin

"natural viral infections" does not "pose any risk . . . ." He also testifi

"prevent a whole host of infectious diseases, which has been a great achiev

in medicine to have this type of protection from dreaded diseases that prev

could have been fatal or could have reaped significant morbidity on people.

Dr. Brawer offered that it is "a great thing that we can [vaccinate] hundre

millions of people to prevent against dreaded diseases. That's a fact." 

      Dr. Brawer testified that his opinions were based on his knowledge, 

experience, research, examination of the child, review of CHOP records and 

discussion with defendant. He did not speak with plaintiff or with Dr. Lope

Bernard. He did not review any of Dr. Lopez-Bernard's records. Defendant to

him about the results of blood tests taken after Adele had ITP, but he did 

review them. He determined — based solely on photographs — that the rash 

was a systemic reaction and not prickly heat. He did not order any follow-u

laboratory tests. 
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      Dr. Lopez-Bernard testified that he has been Adele's pediatrician sin

2017. He testified as an expert in pediatrics and in vaccines, but the cour

                                                                           
                                          8 
limited the scope of his testimony to his medical practice, his training an

experience, and the manner in which he administers vaccines. 

      Dr. Lopez-Bernard testified vaccines are "highly effective."        I

eighteen years as a pediatrician, he vaccinated approximately 63,000 patien

None of his patients experienced major effects from the vaccinations. In hi

opinion, the benefits of vaccinations are greater than the risks of possibl

effects. Dr. Lopez-Bernard testified that death from vaccines was rare. 

      Dr. Lopez-Bernard first saw Adele in August 2017 because of a noseble

that would not stop. He referred her to the hospital where she was diagnose

with idiopathic ITP. Defendant told him she was not happy that Adele needed

to receive platelets and a blood transfusion for ITP. He saw Adele again on

September 20, 2017, and by then she no longer had ITP. Dr. Lopez-Bernard 

suggested to defendant that Adele should receive vaccinations, but she woul

not agree. He has seen Adele a total of ten times. He discussed vaccination

with defendant on two or three occasions. She never raised a religious base
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objection to vaccinations. 

      Dr. Lopez-Bernard testified that in April 2019, Adele stepped on a ru

nail. Plaintiff took her to the hospital where she received the DTaP vaccin

                                                                           
                                       9 
She did not have any side effects. On May 29, 2019, Adele received the MMR 

and DTaP vaccinations. 

      On June 26, 2019, Dr. Lopez-Bernard treated Adele for a rash on her b

that he diagnosed as simple contact dermatitis. He did not relate this to t

vaccinations. Dr. Lopez described Adele as "very healthy." She was "medical

and physically clear to receive vaccinations." She did not have chronic ITP

his earlier deposition, Dr. Lopez-Bernard testified Adele has an increased 

of ITP of "[three] to [five percent] compared to the general population." 

      Dr. Lopez-Bernard testified that in his experience, a specialist gene

conducts additional analyses such as imaging, bloodwork, fluid tests, and a

urinalysis.   He said he will treat Adele even if she is not vaccinated and

encourage her to become vaccinated. 

      Defendant claimed the topic of vaccinations was not included in the M
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because plaintiff and she agreed not to vaccinate Adele. She claimed plaint

prepared the religious exemption letters for Adele's preschool and kinderga

She did not know the source of the language used in the letters.

      Defendant testified she thought plaintiff did not act in Adele's best

interest. He arranged for Adele to have the MMR vaccine without discussing 

this with a specialist or with her. 

                                                                           
                                      10 
      On cross-examination, defendant testified she did not recall if she w

vaccinated before she came to the United States when she was twenty. 

Defendant opposed vaccinations based upon their safety and efficacy. She al

opposed the manner that vaccines were produced, which was against her 

religious views. She asserted that her moral and religious views about vacc

are intertwined. Plaintiff acknowledged she said previously that vaccines w

be declared a crime against humanity and a gross violation of human rights.

Plaintiff testified she had religious beliefs against vaccinations from a v

young age. Despite this, she did not think she asked for a religious exempt

for herself when she immigrated to the United States. She did not apply for

religious exemption when she went to college, and she had breast implant 
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surgery in 2011. 

      Plaintiff testified he married defendant in 2005. They never discusse

vaccinations until defendant was pregnant with Adele. He was raised as a 

Catholic. He testified defendant is an atheist. Although they often discuss

the topic of vaccinations, the issue of a religious objection never came up

never heard defendant raise a religious based objection to vaccinations. Pl

testified he was never against vaccinating Adele. He simply was submissive 

defendant's position on this. 

                                                                           
                                       11 
      Plaintiff testified that the subject of vaccination for Adele was rai

during their divorce mediation. He agreed to delay vaccinations to keep the

peace. The wording in the 2015 religious exemption letter came from a realt

they both knew who suggested using the letter because it was "bulletproof."

Plaintiff testified the letters did not reflect the religious beliefs of pl

defendant. Both letters were a "fraud" to get Adele in school. 

      Plaintiff testified he wants Adele to be vaccinated because vaccines 

safe and effective. He believes it is in Adele's best interest to receive m

recommended vaccinations. In the fifteen years he was with defendant, she 
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never raised a sincere religious concern about vaccinating the child. He te

she only raised religious concerns in court. 

                                       D. 

      On January 21, 2021, the trial court denied defendant's motion to pre

plaintiff from vaccinating Adele.      It appointed plaintiff as limited me

guardian for immunization purposes only. 

      In its written decision, the Family Part judge noted both parties sup

their arguments with expert testimony. However, the court found "the two 

medical experts are in equipoise and did not aid the court in finding for o

[d]efendant's application to enjoin [p]laintiff from immunizing [Adele] . .

                                                                           
                                        12 
With respect to defendant's expert, the court found his methodology was 

"lacking" because he did not interview plaintiff about his family medical h

conduct additional testing of Adele, or review the records from her pediatr

He did not identify the cause of any potential autoimmune problem or the ri

posed to Adele "by identifying the percentage of people who have serious 

reactions to immunizations who are similarly situated to [Adele]." The cour

found Dr. Brawer's testimony "fell far short in demonstrating . . . that th
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discernable risk to the minor child in having a serious adverse reaction to

immunization." 

      The trial court found that plaintiff's medical expert was credible, b

did not have the knowledge about vaccine-related injuries that would permit

court to conclude there was no risk to the child from the immunization. The

doctors agreed, however, that immunizations are "very important in preventi

and defending against serious diseases," most people "do not experience ser

adverse effects," Adele did not have a negative reaction to vaccines except

the disputed rash and she recovered from other illnesses without a reoccurr

of ITP, and that "in general, vaccines provide health benefits."

      The court considered the case under the best interests of the child s

in  N.J.S.A. 9:2-4. It found that defendant "failed to demonstrate . . . th

                                                                           
                                       13 
significant risk of [Adele] experiencing a recurrence of ITP if immunized."

court also found there was only a "[three to five percent] chance of seriou

vaccine injury to the minor child." Thus, "solely in a medical context," th

found it was in Adele's best interest to appoint one parent as the sole dec

maker for immunizations. The court denied defendant's application to enjoin
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Adele from being immunized for medical reasons because using a best interes

of the child analysis, "the benefits of immunization outweigh the potential

to [Adele]." 

      Defendant asserted a religious exemption under  N.J.S.A. 26:1A-9.1. S

admitted she did not assert any religious exemption against vaccination whe

she immigrated to the United States or when she was admitted to college, ev

though proof of vaccination was required for both. Defendant personally did

not recall if she was vaccinated. She said the issue of vaccination did not

to her prior to the child's birth. 

      The trial court did not find defendant to be a credible witness. It e

that defendant was "combative," contradicted herself, "changed her testimon

when pressed" and delayed in answering.           She "experienced convenie

forgetfulness[,] . . . [and] lied on innocuous points." The court found def

"engaged in a revisionist history of her relationship with [p]laintiff, her

                                                                           
                                       14 
and use of the religious exemption and lied about inconsequential facts . .

level of inconsistency and lack of candor to this court demonstrate that sh

not a believable witness." The court concluded that its decision "results f
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[d]efendant's shear [sic] lack of credibility." 

      The court found plaintiff's testimony was "very credible." He was not

evasive in his answers nor exaggerated. The court required defendant to bea

the burden of proof that it was in the child's best interest not to be immu

and that this was based on religious reasons. 

      The trial court found that  N.J.S.A. 26:1A-9.1 and applicable regulat

did not apply in this type of case, where the dispute is between former spo

with co-equal custodial rights who disagree about vaccination. It concluded

best interest of the child standard required it to make "full findings of f

to do so required inquiry into defendant's assertion of an exemption based 

religion. 

      The trial court found it was appropriate, in accord with federal case

to adopt a sincerity analysis. The court found defendant was inconsistent i

religious beliefs and her practices. It found defendant changed her story s

times, had a selective memory and lacked candor. The court was "left with t

impression that [defendant was] hiding behind a falsehood of religious doct

                                                                           
                                        15 
in order to further a philosophical and moral stance." She "avoided questio
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contradicted herself on several occasions, demonstrated selective memory an

outright lied to this court during her testimony." Therefore, the trial cou

her not to be "truthful with regard to her religious beliefs," which was th

for her argument that she should decide whether the child should be vaccina

      The court considered the child's best interest.             Neither e

demonstrated whether immunizing Adele exposed her to a serious risk, would 

injure her or cause ITP. The court found that the child should be immunized

her protection and the protection of others." However, the trial court also

concerned with defendant's First Amendment rights to free exercise of her 

religion. The court resolved what it perceived as the conflict between the 

by applying the federal sincerity test and then the best interest standard.

court found defendant lacked "sincerity and consistency" in her claim of 

religious freedom. The court also found the medical experts agreed there wa

small chance of a reoccurrence of ITP and overall that vaccines were safe a

effective. As such, it concluded it was appropriate for the child to be vac

and appointed plaintiff as sole guardian for immunization purposes. The cou

stayed its decision for ten days to permit an appeal. 
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                                       16 
                                     E. 

     Defendant requested emergent relief, which we granted on February 11, 

2021. We also stayed the Family Part orders pending appeal. 

     On appeal defendant raises these issues: 

           POINT I: THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN ITS 
           FACTUAL FINDINGS AND ABUSED ITS 
           DISCRETION IN HOLDING THAT THE TWO 
           MEDICAL EXPERTS WERE IN EQUIPOISE. 

           POINT II:   THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN 
           APPLYING THE INCORRECT STANDARD, OF A 
           "SINCERITY    TEST,"   WHICH   WAS   A 
           MISAPPLICATION OF THE NEW JERSEY RULES 
           OF    EVIDENCE,    AND   VIOLATIVE  OF 
           DEFENDANT'S                FUNDAMENTAL 
           CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS. 

           POINT III:   IN THE ALTERNATIVE, IF A 
           "SINCERITY TEST" APPLIES, THE TRIAL COURT 
           ERRED IN ITS FACTUAL FINDINGS SINCE 
           THERE WAS NOT SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE IN THE 
           RECORD TO SUPPORT ITS DECISION THAT 
           DEFENDANT'S ASSERTION OF THE RELIGIOUS 
           EXEMPTION WAS NOT SINCERE. 

           POINT IV:   THE TRIAL COURT ERRED BY 
           HOLDING THAT THE BEST INTEREST OF THE 
           CHILD STANDARD, SET FORTH IN  N.J.S.A. 9:2-4, 
           OUTWEIGHS DEFENDANT'S FUNDAMENTAL 
           RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF RELIGION. 
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           POINT V: THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN ITS 
           FACTUAL FINDINGS IN CHOOSING PLAINTIFF 

                                                                    A-1493-
                                    17 
            AS THE PARENT FOR SOLE DECISION MAKING 
            REGARDING VACCINATIONS. 

            POINT VI:        THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN 
            ADMITTING        INTO EVIDENCE PLAINTIFF’S 
            EXHIBIT 21. 

            POINT VII: IN THE ALTERNATIVE, REQUEST 
            THAT THE APPELLATE DIVISION MAKE A FACT 
            FINDING AS TO DR. BRAWER’S MEDICAL 
            EXEMPTION. 

            POINT VIII: AS A CASE OF FIRST IMPRESSION, 
            DEFENDANT PROPOSES THAT THE STANDARD 
            SHOULD BE IF ONE PARTY/PARENT ASSERTS 
            THE EXEMPTION, THEN IT MUST BE ADHERED 
            TO FOR THE CHILDREN AT ISSUE. 

                                      II. 

      We accord "great deference to discretionary decisions of Family Part 

judges," Milne v. Goldenberg,  428 N.J. Super. 184, 197 (App. Div. 2012) 

(citations omitted), in recognition of the "family courts' special jurisdic

expertise in family matters." N.J. Div. of Youth & Fam. Servs. v. M.C. III,

are bound by the trial court's factual findings so long as they are support
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sufficient credible evidence. N.J. Div. of Youth & Fam. Servs. v. M.M.,  18

(App. Div. 1993)). We afford a deferential standard of review to the factua

                                                                           
                                       18 
findings of the trial court on appeal from a bench trial. Rova Farms Resort

v. Inv'rs Ins. Co.,  65 N.J. 474, 483-84 (1974). These findings will not be

disturbed unless they are "so manifestly unsupported by or inconsistent wit

competent, relevant and reasonably credible evidence as to offend the inter

of justice . . . ." Id. at 484 (quoting Fagliarone v. Twp. of N. Bergen,  7

Super. 154, 155 (App. Div. 1963)). However, "[a] trial court's interpretati

the law and the legal consequences that flow from established facts are not

entitled to any special deference." Hitesman v. Bridgeway, Inc.,  218 N.J. 

(2014) (quoting Manalapan Realty, L.P. v. Twp. Comm. of Manalapan,  140 N.J
 366, 378 (1995)). 

      We conclude there was substantial credible evidence in the record to 

support the court's findings that it was in the child's best interest to ap

plaintiff as sole decision maker regarding vaccinations. This matter was be

the trial court on defendant's motion to change custody and to enjoin plain

from having Adele further vaccinated based on medical and religious grounds

Plaintiff filed a cross-motion to award him sole legal authority to make th
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decisions. 

      In a child custody case, the best interests of the child are a paramo

consideration. Beck v. Beck,  86 N.J. 480, 497 (1981). The court should see

                                                                           
                                      19 
to advance these interests when the parents "are unable to agree on the cou

be followed." Asch v. Asch,  164 N.J. Super. 499, 505 (App. Div. 1978). Wha

is in the child's best interest may have the effect of limiting parental ri

Sacharow v. Sacharow,  177 N.J. 62, 80 (2003). When the parties submit thei

disputes to the Family Part, the court may "impair to some extent one of th

parties' parental rights," and in such cases "the sole benchmark is the bes

interests of the child." Id. at 79-80. 

      A court should consider several factors in determining custody 

arrangements.  N.J.S.A. 9:2-4(c). "[U]nder a joint custody arrangement, leg

custody — the legal authority and responsibility for making 'major' decisio

regarding the child's welfare — is shared at all times by both parents." Id

(quoting Beck,  86 N.J. at 486-87). Although the rights of joint custodians

equal, a court can order sole custody to one parent or "[a]ny other custody

arrangement as the court may determine to be in the best interests of the c
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 N.J.S.A. 9:2-4(c).     We review the Family Part judge's determination to 

determine if there was substantial credible evidence in the record. Cesare,

      Defendant contends that because she asserted an objection to vaccinat

Adele based on religious grounds, the best interest of the child standard d

                                                                           
                                         20 
apply. We reject that argument on multiple grounds starting — in this case 

with the language of the parties' MSA, where they agreed in section 5.1 tha

"their daughter's best interest is paramount." 

      Settlement agreements in matrimonial cases are contracts that should 

enforced as long as they are fair and just. Petersen v. Petersen,  85 N.J. 

(1981); see also Lepis v. Lepis,  83 N.J. 139, 146 (1980) (matrimonial sett

agreements are enforceable "to the extent that they are just and equitable"

(quoting Schlemm v. Schlemm,  31 N.J. 557, 581-82 (1960))). "A settlement 

agreement is governed by basic contract principles." Quinn v. Quinn,  225 N
 34, 45 (2016) (citing J.B. v. W.B.,  215 N.J. 305, 326 (2013)). In interpr

and enforcing a settlement agreement, a court is to "discern and implement 

intentions of the parties." Ibid. (citation omitted). 

      The trial testimony revealed that plaintiff and defendant submitted a
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to Adele's pre-school in 2015 claiming a religious exemption from vaccinati

Then when they negotiated the MSA, the issue of vaccinations was disputed. 

The fact that the parties chose the best interest standard for their MSA an

it was paramount shows this is the standard they intended to apply in custo

decisions involving Adele. The judge did not err in applying the best inter

standard considering their MSA. 

                                                                           
                                        21 
      Defendant contends that vaccination is not in the medical best intere

Adele. Defendant relied on Dr. Brawer's testimony that Adele had a "diathes

or tendency to autoimmune problems and she was at "high risk for a life- 

threatening auto immune problem . . . ." Dr. Lopez-Bernard testified that A

was very healthy. She was no longer suffering from ITP. She had tolerated t

vaccinations, and the skin rash was not related to vaccination. 

      We do not find the trial court erred in evaluating the testimony of t

expert witnesses. A finder of fact can accept or reject the testimony of an

party's expert or accept only a portion of an expert's opinion. Brown v. Br

 348 N.J. Super. 466, 478 (App. Div. 2002). "[T]he weight to be given to th

evidence of experts is within the competence of the fact-finder." LaBracio 
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P'ship v. 1239 Roosevelt Ave., Inc.,  340 N.J. Super. 155, 165 (App. Div. 2

As a reviewing court, we should "defer to the trial court's assessment of e

evaluations." N.J. Div. of Youth & Family Servs. v. H.R.,  431 N.J. Super. 

221 (App. Div. 2013). 

      The court found shortcomings with the medical history and methodology

testified to by Dr. Brawer. He did not speak with plaintiff about his healt

relied on what defendant told him. He did not review Dr. Lopez-Bernard's 

records or speak with him even though he was Adele's pediatrician. He did n

                                                                          A
                                      22 
conduct any independent medical testing of Adele to support his conclusi on

about her health. His diagnosis of Adele's rash was made based on a photogr

rather than an actual examination, as Dr. Lopez-Bernard had done. He could 

not identify the cause of any potential autoimmune condition that applied i

Adele's case or whether others like Adele had serious reactions from 

vaccinations. 

      Dr. Lopez-Bernard is Adele's pediatrician. Although he saw Adele's ra

first-hand, it was clear from his testimony he did not have an expertise in

related injuries. He testified from his own experiences in giving vaccinati
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Both experts testified about the efficacy of vaccinations. 

      We cannot say based on this record that the trial court erred by find

experts in equipoise on the issue of defendant's application to enjoi n pla

from having Adele receive additional vaccinations.           The trial cour

shortcomings with both experts. However, where they agreed, it relied on th

opinions in assessing the child's best interest. Both experts testified abo

importance of vaccines in preventing serious diseases. 2 Although the parti

2 
  "We recognized almost sixty years ago that 'vaccination and immunization 
effective health measures, reasonably related to and necessary for the publ
health, safety and welfare.'" N.J. Div. of Child Prot. and Permanency v. J.
 459 N.J. Super. 442, 455-56 (App. Div. 2019) (quoting Bd. of Educ. of Moun

                                                                           
                                       23 
stipulated vaccines can cause death, the doctors testified that most people

have serious adverse effects. No one testified that Adele's ITP was the res

vaccinations. The trial court found Dr. Brawer’s testimony did not show the

was a "discernible increased risk to [Adele] in having a serious adverse re

to immunization" and that defendant had not met her burden. Taking all this

into consideration, the court concluded that it was in the child's best int

plaintiff to decide issues involving vaccinations for Adele.            The
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substantial credible evidence in the record to support that order. 

      Defendant contends she is opposed to vaccinations on religious grou n

She argues a court should not evaluate the sincerity by which she holds and

asserts this right, and that once asserted, it requires that Adele shall no

vaccinated even if plaintiff's wishes are to the contrary. If a sincerity t

to apply, defendant argues the trial court misapplied it because there was 

enough evidence to determine her sincerity. Defendant argues that a "sincer

analysis of her religious-based objection to vaccination is precluded by  N

26:18-9.1. 

Lakes v. Maas,  56 N.J. Super. 245, 258 (App. Div. 1959), aff'd o.b.,  31 N
(1960)). 
                                                                           
                                        24 
      We disagree with defendant's arguments. The religious exemption under

 N.J.S.A. 26:1A-9.1 does not apply. 

      The statute provides: 

            Provisions in the State Sanitary Code in 
            implementation of this act shall provide for exemption 
            for pupils from mandatory immunization if the parent
            or guardian of the pupil objects thereto in a written 
            statement signed by the parent or guardian upon the 
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            ground that the proposed immunization interferes with 
            the free exercise of the pupil's religious rights. This 
            exemption may be suspended by the State 
            Commissioner of Health during the existence of an 
            emergency as determined by the State Commissioner of
            Health. 

            [ N.J.S.A. 26:1A-9.1 (emphasis added).] 

      By its express language, the statute concerns the attendance of child

school who have not been vaccinated. It does not address the situation pres

here, involving parents with equal custodial rights who do not agree about 

medical treatment of their child. Defendant has not cited any legal authori

that applies the statute in this context. Defendant's citation to a memoran

issued by the DOH — which suggests the requested exemption should not be 

questioned by the school district that receives it — is not controlling on 

court. The memorandum is at best an expression of that agency's policy; it 

                                                                           
                                      25 
not constitute a best interest analysis when one parent seeks sole custody 

make decisions regarding immunizations. 

      Defendant argues her assertion of the religious exemption cannot be 

analyzed for sincerity because it is a fundamental right. This argument doe
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fully appreciate the basis for the court's order. The trial court's order, 

plaintiff as the sole parent for vaccination decisions, was rooted in its 

determination that defendant's testimony lacked credibility. In its judgmen

defendant simply was not a credible witness. 

      We defer to the court's credibility findings. We do not disturb them 

they are "manifestly unsupported by or inconsistent with" the competent 

evidence. Pascale v. Pascale,  113 N.J. 20, 33 (1988). "Because a trial cou

'hears the case, sees and observes the witnesses, [and] hears them testify,

a better perspective than a reviewing court in evaluating the veracity of 

witnesses." Cesare,  154 N.J. at 412 (alterations in original) (other citat

omitted) (quoting Pascale,  113 N.J. at 33). 

      The trial court did not abuse its discretion in determining credibili

thoroughly supported its findings based on defendant's delay in answering 

questions, avoidance of other questions, and answers that showed a selectiv

memory or that went beyond the scope of the question to support her positio

                                                                           
                                        26 
The court noted defendant seemed flustered at times on questions she should

have been able to answer and experienced "convenient forgetfulness" on 
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questions about religious continuity and sincerity. The court also conclude

"lied on innocuous points." 

      Although the trial court determined that defendant lacked "sincerity 

consistency" in her claim about the religious basis of her objection to 

vaccinations, we believe this case can be resolved based on the court's cre

determination. Defendant was found not to be a credible witness. The trial 

determined the child's best interest in reliance on testimony that it found

credible.   Arguably, there was no necessity to evaluate the sincerity of 

defendant's assertion of her religious beliefs when she simply was not a cr

witness. 

      That said, we do not agree with defendant's argument that the trial c

was without the ability to review her claim for sincerity because it is bas

religion. The free exercise clause "does not protect all deeply held belief

. . . ." Africa v. Pa.,  662 F.2d 1025, 1034 (3d Cir. 1981). "To fall withi

purview of the Free Exercise Clause, a claimant must possess a sincere reli

belief." DeMarco v. Davis,  914 F.3d 383, 388 (5th Cir. 2019). An assertion

a First Amendment religious freedom claim may be broken down into two 
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                                       27 
threshold requirements. "A court's task is to decide whether the beliefs av

are (1) sincerely held, and (2) religious in nature, in the claimant's sche

things." Africa, 662 F.2d at 1030 (citation omitted). That is, the belief m

"based upon what can be characterized as theological, rather than secular -

purely social, political or moral views." Stevens v. Berger,  428 F. Supp. 

899 (E.D.N.Y. 1977). 

      As the Supreme Court observed in United States v. Seeger,  380 U.S. 1

185 (1965), the "significant question" is whether a belief is "truly held."

is the threshold question of sincerity which must be resolved in every case

Ibid. It is not the task "for a reviewing court to attempt to assess the tr

falsity of an announced article of faith." Africa, 662 F.2d at 1030. 

      "[A]n adherent's belief would not be 'sincere' if he acts in a manner

inconsistent with that belief." Int'l Soc. for Krishna Consciousness, Inc. 

Barber,  650 F.2d 430, 441 (2d Cir. 1981) (citing Dobkin v. D. C.,  194 A.2

(D.C. 1963)). In Wis. v. Yoder,  406 U.S. 205, 215 (1972), the Court made c

that the Constitution did not protect views which were "based on purely sec

considerations," but only those which were "rooted in religious belief." 

      The trial court's determination that defendant lacked sincerity in he
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about the religious basis of her objection was supported by the record. The

                                                                           
                                       28 
highlighted inconsistencies in defendant's testimony. She could not remembe

if she was vaccinated or if she claimed a religious exemption when she 

immigrated or attended college. She had not asserted a religious exemption 

during the divorce or when she spoke with Dr. Lopez-Bernard. The language i

the 2015 and 2018 letters was from another source and not from defendant. H

testimony about an aversion based on religion to injecting foreign substanc

her body was inconsistent with her breast augmentation surgery. Defendant 

expressed moral and philosophical objection to vaccinations, likening them 

violations of human rights. 

      The trial court's decision was not based on a misapplication of the R

of Evidence. New Jersey Rule of Evidence 610 provides that "[e]vidence of a

witness' religious beliefs or opinions is not admissible to attack or suppo

witness' credibility." N.J.R.E. 610. This Rule "does not exclude proof of 

religious beliefs or opinions when offered for another purpose that is mate

an issue in the action." 1991 Supreme Court Committee Comment to N.J.R.E. 

610 (citing In re Conroy,  98 N.J. 321, 361-62 (1985)). Another Evidence Ru
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provides that a person has a privilege not "to disclose his theological opi

religious belief unless his adherence or nonadherence to such an opinion or

                                                                           
                                       29 
belief is material to an issue in the action other than that of his credibi

witness." N.J.R.E. 512. 

      Defendant sought appointment as Adele's sole medical guardian for 

vaccinations allegedly because of her religious beliefs regarding vaccinati

Her assertion of religious opinions or beliefs, therefore, was material to 

to be decided by the court. Testimony about the sincerity of her religious 

objection was not elicited as a blanket attack on her credibility based on 

of her religious beliefs. Rather, the testimony was elicited to examine the

material issue of whether her religious views against vaccinations were sin

or whether they were pretextual. The trial court did not abuse its discreti

under either evidence rule by allowing such testimony. 

      Our careful review of the record shows there was substantial credible

evidence for the court's findings. Defendant lacked credibility. She lacked

sincerity and consistency in her assertion of her religious exemption. The 
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experts agreed that overall vaccines are safe and effective and there was a

chance Adele's ITP would reoccur. Therefore, we affirm the order appointing

plaintiff as limited medical guardian for immunization purposes.          W

conclude that defendant's further arguments are without sufficient merit to

warrant discussion in a written opinion. R. 2:11-3(e)(1)(E). 

                                                                           
                                        30 
Affirmed. 

                 A-1493-20 
            31 
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          Plaintiff-Respondent, 

v. 

R.B. and I.D., 

     Defendants-Appellants. 
___________________________ 

IN THE MATTER OF THE 
GUARDIANSHIP OF R.B., 

     a Minor. 
____________________________ 

                   Submitted June 15, 2020 – Decided July 1, 2020 

                   Before Judges Fisher and Fasciale. 

                   On appeal from the Superior Court of New Jersey, 
                   Chancery Division, Family Part, Hudson County, 
                   Docket No. FG-09-0208-19. 
            Joseph E. Krakora, Public Defender, attorney for 
            appellant R.B. (Robyn A. Veasey, Deputy Public 
            Defender, of counsel; Christine Olexa Saginor, 
            Designated Counsel, on the briefs). 

            Joseph E. Krakora, Public Defender, attorney for 
            appellant I.D. (Robyn A. Veasey, Deputy Public 
            Defender, of counsel; Louis W. Skinner, Designated 
            Counsel, on the brief). 

            Gurbir S. Grewal, Attorney General, attorney for 
            respondent (Melissa H. Raksa, Assistant Attorney 
            General, of counsel; Sara M. Gregory, Deputy Attorney 
            General, on the brief). 
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            Joseph E. Krakora, Public Defender, Law Guardian, 
            attorney for minor (Meredith Alexis Pollock, Deputy 
            Public Defender, of counsel; Margo E.K. Hirsch, 
            Assistant Deputy Public Defender, of counsel and on 
            the brief). 

PER CURIAM 

      R.B. (the mother) and I.D. (the father) (collectively defendants) app

from a June 26, 2019 order terminating their parental rights to R.B. (the c

who was thirteen and one-half years old at the time of trial—and awarding 

guardianship to the Division of Child Protection and Permanency (the Divisi

Judge Radames Velazquez, Jr., presided over trial, entered judgment, and 

rendered a comprehensive written opinion. 

      Around the age of sixteen, the mother had a son (the son) with her ow

father (J.B.). Years later, the mother had a daughter (the child) with the 

                                                                          A
                                        2 
The Division created a safety plan that prohibited the mother from allowing

contact between J.B. and her children. The Division removed the child five 

years before trial, when it learned that the mother exposed the child to J.

was also learned that the father sexually abused the child, and the son eng

in a sexual incident with her. After weighing the evidence, which included 
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unstable housing, substance abuse, and mental health issues, the judge 

concluded that the Division met its burden of proof as to the mother, and a

to the father, who did not learn he was the child's father until three year

her birth. 

                                        I. 

      On appeal, the mother argues: 

             POINT I 

             THE [JUDGE] ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT 
             [THE MOTHER] HARMED [THE CHILD] OR 
             EXPOSED HER TO A SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF 
             HARM. 

             POINT II 

             THE [JUDGE] ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT 
             [THE MOTHER] WAS UNWILLING OR UNABLE 
             TO ELIMINATE ANY PERCEIVED HARM TO 
             [THE] CHILD. 

                                                                          A
                                        3 
      POINT III 

      THE [JUDGE] ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT 
      [THE DIVISION] MET ITS LEGAL OBLIGATION 
      TO MAKE REASONABLE EFFORTS TO PROVIDE 
      [THE MOTHER] WITH SERVICES AND TO STRIVE 
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      TO    OVERCOME     BARRIERS    TO    HER 
      PARTICIPATION IN THOSE SERVICES. THE 
      [JUDGE]   ALSO   FAILED   TO   PROPERLY 
      CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES TO TERMINATION 
      OF PARENTAL RIGHTS. 

            A. [The Division] Failed To Provide [The 
            Mother] With Housing Assistance and 
            Failed To Intervene When [The Mother] 
            Was Sexually Abused By Her Own Father. 

            B. The [Judge] Could Not Properly 
            Consider Alternatives To Termination Of 
            Parental Rights Because A Bonding 
            Evaluation Of The Foster Parent With The 
            Child Was Never Conducted. 

      POINT IV 

      THE [JUDGE] ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT 
      TERMINATION OF [THE MOTHER]'S PARENTAL 
      RIGHTS IS IN THE CHILD’S BEST INTERESTS 
      BECAUSE    TERMINATION    OF  PARENTAL 
      RIGHTS IN THIS CASE WOULD DO MORE HARM 
      THAN GOOD BECAUSE OF THE STRONG 
      EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT THE CHILD HAS 
      WITH [THE] MOTHER AND BECAUSE A 
      BONDING EVALUATION WITH THE CHILD AND 
      HER    FOSTER    PARENT    WAS   NEVER 
      CONDUCTED. 

On appeal, the father argues: 

                                                       A-4914-18T2 
                                4 
            I. THE [JUDGE] ERRED IN [HIS] CONCLUSION 
            THAT TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS IS 
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            IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILD UNDER 
             N.J.S.A. 30:4C-15.1(a). 

            A. THE [JUDGE] ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT 
            [THE FATHER] IS UNWILLING OR UNABLE TO 
            ELIMINATE THE ALLEGED HARM TO [THE 
            CHILD] WHERE HE PROVIDED A PLAN FOR HER 
            SAFETY AND STABILITY IN THE HOME OF 
            HER GRANDPARENTS. 

            B. THE [JUDGE] ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT 
            [THE DIVISION] EXERCISED REASONABLE 
            EFFORTS TO PROVIDE SERVICES TO HELP [THE 
            FATHER] CORRECT THE CIRCUMSTANCES 
            THAT LED TO THE CHILD’S PLACEMENT 
            OUTSIDE THE HOME AND DID NOT FULLY 
            EXPLORE KINSHIP LEGAL GUARDIANSHIP. 

            C.  THE  [JUDGE'S] CONCLUSION  THAT 
            TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS WILL 
            NOT DO MORE HARM THAN GOOD IS 
            ERRONEOUS BECAUSE EXPERTS OPINED TO 
            THE CONTRARY AND NO COMPARATIVE 
            BONDING EVALUATION WAS PERFORMED. 

                                        II. 

      We begin our discussion with the well-settled legal framework regardi

the termination of parental rights. Parents have a constitutionally protect

to the care, custody, and control of their children. Santosky v. Kramer,  4

that right is not absolute. N.J. Div. of Youth & Family Servs. v. R.G., 217

                                                                           
                                        5 

https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/455/745/
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527, 553 (2014); N.J. Div. of Youth & Family Servs. v. A.W.,  103 N.J. 591,

(1986). At times, a parent's interest must yield to the State's obligation 

children from harm. N.J. Div. of Youth & Family Servs. v. G.M.,  198 N.J. 3

397 (2009); In re Guardianship of J.C.,  129 N.J. 1, 10 (1992). To effectua

these concerns, the Legislature created a test to determine when it is in t

best interest to terminate parental rights. To terminate parental rights,  

30:4C-15.1(a) requires the Division to prove by clear and convincing eviden

             (1) The child's safety, health, or development has been 
             or will continue to be endangered by the parental 
             relationship; 

             (2) The parent is unwilling or unable to eliminate the 
             harm facing the child or is unable or unwilling to 
             provide a safe and stable home for the child and the 
             delay of permanent placement will add to the harm. 
             Such harm may include evidence that separating the 
             child from [her] resource family parents would cause 
             serious and enduring emotional or psychological harm 
             to the child; 

             (3) The [D]ivision has made reasonable efforts to 
             provide services to help the parent correct the 
             circumstances which led to the child's placement 
             outside the home and the [judge] has considered 
             alternatives to termination of parental rights; and

             (4) Termination of parental rights will not do more
             harm than good. 
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                                         6 
See also A.W.,  103 N.J. at 604-11. The four prongs of the test are "not di

and separate," but "relate to and overlap with one another to provide a 

comprehensive standard that identifies a child's best interests." K.H.O.,  

at 348. "The considerations involved in determinations of parental fitness 

'extremely fact sensitive' and require particularized evidence that address

specific circumstances in the given case." Ibid. (quoting In re Adoption of

Children by L.A.S.,  134 N.J. 127, 139 (1993)). 

      Our review of a family judge's factual findings is limited. Cesare v.

Cesare,  154 N.J. 394, 411 (1998). "When a biological parent resists termin

of his or her parental rights, the [judge's] function is to decide whether 

parent has the capacity to eliminate any harm the child may already have 

suffered, and whether that parent can raise the child without inflicting an

further harm." N.J. Div. of Youth & Family Servs. v. R.L.,  388 N.J. Super.

87 (App. Div. 2006). The factual findings that support such a judgment "sho

not be disturbed unless 'they are so wholly insupportable as to result in a

of justice,' and should be upheld whenever they are 'supported by adequate,

substantial and credible evidence.'" In re Guardianship of J.T.,  269 N.J. 
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 172, 188 (App. Div. 1993) (quoting Rova Farms Resort, Inc. v. Inv'rs Ins. 

of Am.,  65 N.J. 474, 483-84 (1974)). "[T]he conclusions that logically flo

                                                                          A
                                        7 
from those findings of fact are, likewise, entitled to deferential consider

upon appellate review." R.L.,  388 N.J. Super. at 89. 

                                       III. 

      We now turn to defendants' arguments that the judge erred in finding 

Division proved each of the four prongs under the best interests test by cl

convincing evidence.     We disagree with their contentions, and we affirm 

substantially for the reasons given by the judge. We add the following. 

                                        A. 

      The first prong requires the Division to prove that "[t]he child's sa

health, or development has been or will continue to be endangered by the 

parental relationship[.]"  N.J.S.A. 30:4C-15.1(a)(1). "Although a particula

egregious single harm can trigger the standard, the focus is on the effect 

arising from the parent-child relationship over time on the child's health 

development." K.H.O.,  161 N.J. at 348. "[T]he attention and concern of a c
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family is 'the most precious of all resources.'" In re Guardianship of D.M.

 161 N.J. 365, 379 (1999) (quoting A.W.,  103 N.J. at 613). "[W]ithdrawal o

. . . solicitude, nurture, and care for an extended period of time is in it

a harm that endangers the health and development of the child." Ibid. 

                                                                           
                                        8 
      As to the mother, the judge found that the parental relationship had 

would continue to endanger the child's health and development. He found the

mother violated the safety plan, was in denial that J.B. raped her, suffere

psychological harm due to the rape, was unable to find stable housing and 

employment, tested positive for cocaine and marijuana, mismanaged money 

resulting in an eviction, and suffered from anger management issues. The ju

also found the Division offered housing assistance to the mother, among oth

services. He concluded these problems contributed to the endangerment of th

child's health and development. 

      The judge found that the father also harmed the child's health and 

development. The judge acknowledged that the father sexually abused the chi

failed to comply with court orders, and failed to undergo substance abuse 

evaluations or treatment despite problems with marijuana and opiates. The 
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judge concluded that these problems therefore harmed the child. 

                                       B. 

      The second prong of the best interests test requires the Division to 

clear and convincing evidence that "[t]he parent is . . . unable or unwilli

provide a safe and stable home for the child and the delay of permanent 

placement will add to the harm."  N.J.S.A. 30:4C-15.1(a)(2). The judge must

                                                                          A
                                        9 
consider whether the parent cured and overcame the initial harm that endang

the child and whether the parent is able to continue the parental relations

without recurrent harm to the child. K.H.O.,  161 N.J. at 348-49. To satisf

burden, the Division must show the child faces continued harm because the 

parent is unable or unwilling to remove or overcome the harm. N.J. Div. of 

Youth & Family Servs. v. L.J.D.,  428 N.J. Super. 451, 483 (App. Div. 2012)

The first and second prongs are related, and often, "evidence that supports

informs and may support the other as part of the comprehensive basis for 

determining the best interests of the child." D.M.H.,  161 N.J. at 379. 

      "Parental unfitness may also be demonstrated if the parent has failed

provide a 'safe and stable home for the child' and a 'delay in permanent 
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placement' will further harm the child."     K.H.O.,  161 N.J. at 352 (quot

 N.J.S.A. 30:4C-15.1(a)(2)). "Keeping [a] child in limbo, hoping for some l

]term unification plan, would be a misapplication of the law." N.J. Div. of

& Family Servs. v. A.G.,  344 N.J. Super. 418, 438 (App. Div. 2001). 

      As to the mother, the judge found that she was unable or unwilling to

remove or overcome the harm that led to the child's removal, and the judge 

emphasized that the mother failed to make progress towards reunification du

the five-year period between the removal and trial. Three experts—including

                                                                         A-
                                      10 
the mother's expert—agreed that she was unable to safely parent the child a

time of trial and in the foreseeable future. The judge offered several exam

demonstrating the mother was unwilling and unable to provide the child with

safe home. 

      First, the judge noted the mother had not complied with the services 

offered to combat her issues. Second, the Division's psychology expert, Dr.

Gerald Figurelli, Ph.D., had "grave concerns" regarding the mother's 

downplaying of the son and the child's sexual incident because the mother 

planned to house both children together. Third, the mother's expert testifi
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she was in denial over J.B.'s abuse of her, as well as the allegations that

father abused the child. The mother's expert opined that the mother suffere

deep trauma from her experiences with J.B., which led to a fragmentation of

executive functioning, and that she heavily relies on schizoid fantasies to

with the trauma⸻⸻⸻which, according to the expert, was long-standing abus

clinically supported. Finally, the judge emphasized that during a recent vi

the mother showed "grossly poor judgment" by drinking alcohol out of a plas

bottle during a midday visit, returning the child to her resource parent af

midnight on school nights, and allowing the child to dress in provocative 

clothing and wear makeup. 

                                                                          A
                                       11 
      As to the father, the judge reached the same conclusion.          The

identified the problems associated with the father's inability or unwilling

parent. 

                  [The father] has not seen [the child] in 
            approximately three-and-a-half years. This is largely 
            due to [the child] unambiguously expressing her desire 
            throughout litigation that she never wanted to see [the 
            father] again. A Family Part [judge] . . . found by a 
            preponderance of the evidence that [the father] sexually 
            abused [the child]. After this finding, the [judge] 
            suspended contact between [the child] and [the father]. 
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            Thereafter, [the father] has not complied with any court 
            orders designed to pave the path toward possible future 
            contact with [the child], regardless of whether some
            form of contact could ever ultimately be in the best
            interests of [the child]. These years of noncompliance 
            prove by clear and convincing evidence that [the father] 
            is unwilling or unable to provide a safe and stable home 
            currently and in the foreseeable future. 

Additionally, it was Dr. Figurelli's uncontroverted opinion that forcing an

of visitation between the child and the father would harm the child. 

      As to the father's argument that his parents⸻⸻⸻the child's paterna

grandparents⸻⸻⸻should have been evaluated as placement for the child, th

addressed this placement option. 

            [The child] was vehemently against being placed or 
            visiting with the paternal grandparents, because she
            feared that they would provide contact with [the father]. 
            [The father] himself admitted that his hope was that [the 
            child] would be placed with his parents [so] that he

                                                                          A
                                       12 
            could reinitiate contact with her outside the [c]ourt's 
            supervision. 

While not determinative, a judge should consider a mature child's wishes wh

deciding whether to terminate parental rights. N.J. Div. of Youth & Family 

Servs. v. E.P.,  196 N.J. 88, 112-13 (2008).        Additionally, Dr. Figur

recommended that the child not be placed with her paternal grandparents. We
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therefore find that the judge's findings as to prong two were supported by 

adequate, substantial, and credible evidence. 

                                      C. 

      As to prong three,  N.J.S.A. 30:4C-15.1(a)(3) requires the Division t

make "reasonable efforts to provide services to help the parent correct the

circumstances which led to the child's placement outside the home," and the

judge to "consider[] alternatives to termination of parental rights." The j

found the Division provided defendants—and the child—with a plethora of 

services. 

      As to the mother, the judge found the Division made available individ

counseling, group counseling, grief counseling, anger management, and sexua

abuse counseling; alcohol-abuse assessments, drug screens, and drug treatme

two therapeutic visitation programs, visitations, and supervised visitation

psychological, psychiatric, and bonding evaluations; bus passes            

                                                                       A-49
                                      13 
transportation aides; and parent-mentor services, homemakers, and parenting

skills classes. Likewise, as to the father, the Division made available sub

abuse assessments and treatment, individual therapy, and a psychological 
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evaluation. Moreover, as for the child, the Division arranged for speech th

supervised visitation, camp, counseling, therapy, CMO services, psychologic

evaluations, and mental health services. 

      Defendants argue the resource parent should not have been a placement

option because no bonding evaluation was conducted between the resource 

parent and the child. A bonding evaluation is not necessary where terminati

"was not predicated upon bonding, but rather reflected [the child's] need f

permanency and [the parent's] inability to care for [the child] in the fore

future." N.J. Div. of Youth & Family Servs. v. B.G.S.,  291 N.J. Super. 582

(App. Div. 1996); see also L.J.D.,  428 N.J. Super. at 491-92. Here, a bond

evaluation was not required because termination was necessary to give the c

permanency, and the judge determined that defendants could not provide this

stability. After the resource parent testified, the judge found she underst

child's needs and she was "very persuasive and insightful in her understand

of all the complex dynamics at issue in this case." He also found her credi

when she said she intended to adopt the child, thus creating permanency. 

                                                                          A
                                       14 
      As previously noted, the judge's rejection of the grandparents for po
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placement is well supported by the record. As to the father's contention th

judge erred in considering hearsay testimony regarding the child's statemen

that she did not want to live with the paternal grandparents, the father fa

object to these statements. See R. 2:10-2 (noting that a trial error or adm

may be disregarded "unless it is of such a nature as to have been clearly c

of producing an unjust result"); see also N.J. Div. of Youth & Family Servs

M.C. III,  201 N.J. 328, 341-42 (2010) (declining to find error where the 

defendant consented to the admission of relevant documents). Thus, the judg

correctly found that no viable alternatives to termination of parental righ

existed. 

                                        D. 

      The fourth prong of the best interests test requires a determination 

termination of parental rights "will not do more harm than good."  N.J.S.A.

30:4C-15.1(a)(4). The judge must ask whether, "after considering and balanc

the two relationships, the child will suffer a greater harm from the termin

of ties with her natural parents than from the permanent disruption of her 

relationship with her foster parents." K.H.O,  161 N.J. at 355. This prong 

"cannot require a showing that no harm will befall the child as a result of
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                                       15 
severing of biological ties." Ibid. "The overriding consideration under thi

prong remains the child's need for permanency and stability." L.J.D.,  428 

Super. at 491-92. "Ultimately, a child has a right to live in a stable, nur

environment and to have the psychological security that [her] most deeply 

formed attachments will not be shattered." N.J. Div. of Youth & Family Serv

v. F.M.,  211 N.J. 420, 453 (2012). "A child cannot be held prisoner of the

of others, even those of his or her parents. Children have their own rights

including the right to a permanent, safe and stable placement." N.J. Div. o

Youth & Family Servs. v. C.S.,  367 N.J. Super. 76, 111 (App. Div. 2004). 

       The mother argues the Division failed to satisfy prong four because 

was no comparative bonding evaluation between the resource parent and the 

child, and that if the resource parent adopts the child, she will forbid th

from seeing her daughter, thus harming the child.          Again, a compara

bonding evaluation is not necessary here because the termination was based 

the child's need for permanency and stability. See B.G.S.,  291 N.J. Super.
 593. 

       Additionally, the judge found that termination of the mother's paren

rights would not do more harm than good. Dr. Figurelli expressed that the c
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showed persistent "clinginess," concluding the relationship was not necessa

                                                                           
                                       16 
secure.   He opined that the mother had problems maintaining appropriate 

boundaries with the child, which the resource parent also testified to. Dr.

Figurelli concluded that the bond⸻⸻⸻though strong⸻⸻⸻was more akin to a

relationship than a developmentally secure parental bond. The judge found D

Figurelli credible and therefore determined that the Division met prong fou

to the mother. 

      As to the father, the judge found that he did not have a relationship

the child for "the first several years of her life." He had no contact with

the first three and one-half years.     At the time of trial, the child wan

"absolutely no contact" with the father. Dr. Figurelli opined that contact 

the father would be detrimental to the child. The judge found that the chil

"ha[d] stabilized" and had "begun to treat her trauma" in the resource pare

care. Thus, he concluded that the Division had shown by clear and convincin

evidence that termination of the father's parental rights would not do more

than good. 

      According to Dr. Figurelli, termination of parental rights was unavoi
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and necessary for the child's health, development, and safety. The resource

parent wants to adopt the child and understands her developmental needs. As

the judge pointed out, defendants had over five years to work toward 

                                                                           
                                       17 
reunification, and the child suffers from "very traumatic experiences and i

currently doing well in a resource home that provides her with the safety a

stability that she particularly needs." Moreover, the judge found that the 

is now a teenager and needs the psychological certainty that permanency 

provides. 

      Affirmed. 
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PER CURIAM 

 

 The parties were married in 1986, have two now-emancipated children, 

separated in 2001, and divorced in 2004.  A January 29, 2004 dual judgment of 

divorce incorporated their marital settlement agreement, which obligated 

plaintiff Jeffrey Temple to pay defendant Cynthia Temple $5,200 per month in 

permanent alimony.  More than sixteen years later, in July 2020, Jeffrey moved 

to terminate his alimony obligation, alleging Cynthia had either remarried or 

was cohabiting with a man with whom she had been in a relationship for at least 

fourteen years.  The judge denied Jeffrey's motion, and he appeals arguing, 

among other things, he was entitled to discovery and an evidentiary hearing.  We 

agree and reverse. 

Alimony in New Jersey is, of course, governed by N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23, 

which allows for the ordering of alimony during the pendency of a matrimonial 

action or as part of a divorce judgment.  The issuance of an alimony award, 

however, does not always end the matter.  In the seminal case of Lepis v. Lepis, 

83 N.J. 139, 148 (1980), the Court recognized that an award may be modified or 

terminated when a moving party presents a prima facie showing of changed 

circumstances.  The law also recognizes that alimony may be terminated or 

modified when the supported spouse remarries, N.J.S.A. 2A:34-25, or cohabits 
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with another, Gayet v. Gayet, 92 N.J. 149, 154-55 (1983); N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23(n).  

And alimony may be terminated or modified pursuant to a consensual 

agreement, see Konzelman v. Konzelman, 158 N.J. 185, 193-94 (1999); the 

parties' marital settlement agreement recognized Cynthia's cohabitation as a 

reason for terminating or modifying Jeffrey's alimony obligation.  In moving for 

relief, Jeffrey argued that Cynthia had remarried or was cohabiting with another. 

In denying the part of Jeffrey's motion in which he argued cohabitation, 

the judge relied extensively on Landau v. Landau, 461 N.J. Super. 107, 118-19 

(App. Div. 2019).  That reliance was misplaced.  In Landau, we held that a 

movant must present a prima facie case of cohabitation before obtaining 

discovery, but we did not define what constitutes a prima facie case of 

cohabitation.  Landau's usefulness as a guide for such an analysis is, therefore, 

limited.1 

In denying the motion as to Jeffrey's claims that Cynthia either remarried 

or is cohabiting, the judge also mistakenly weighed the parties' competing sworn 

statements and accepted as true Cynthia's explanation of the facts demonstrated 

by Jeffrey's moving papers.  In fact, the opposite approach should have been 

 
1  For present purposes only, we assume Landau correctly held that a family 

judge cannot compel discovery when only some of the indicia of cohabitation 

have been presented. 
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taken; Jeffrey was entitled to an assumption of the truth of his allegations and 

the benefit of all reasonable inferences to be drawn from the evidence he had 

marshaled.  When presented with competing certifications that create a genuine 

dispute about material facts, a judge is not permitted to resolve the dispute on 

the papers; the judge must allow for discovery and if, after discovery, the 

material facts remain in dispute, conduct an evidentiary hearing.  See Conforti 

v. Guliadis, 128 N.J. 318, 328-29 (1992); Palmeri v. Palmeri, 388 N.J. Super. 

562, 564 (App. Div. 2006); Winegarden v. Winegarden, 316 N.J. Super. 52, 56 

n.1 (App. Div. 1998); Shaw v. Shaw, 138 N.J. Super. 436, 440 (App. Div. 1976). 

All that Jeffrey was required to show was a prima facie case of 

cohabitation.  What constitutes that showing has not been precisely defined since 

the 2014 enactment of N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23(n).  But we reject what seems to be 

implied in the judge's decision that evidence favorable to movant must be 

presented on all six statutory considerations contained in N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23(n).  

To be sure, the statute requires judges to consider the items listed in the statute 

when determining whether cohabitation has or is occurring.  But whether, at the 

motion stage, a prima facie case has been presented focuses more on the 

essential meaning of cohabitation.  Indeed, despite all the give and take in the 

motion papers about Cynthia's living arrangements, the Legislature has 
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determined that cohabitation does not "necessarily" mean that the supported 

spouse and another "maintain a single common household."  N.J.S.A. 2A:34-

23(n).  Instead, the Legislature defined cohabitation as "a mutually supportive, 

intimate personal relationship" in which the couple "has undertaken duties and 

privileges that are commonly associated with marriage or civil union."   N.J.S.A. 

2A:34-23(n). 

To be clear, we are mindful the Legislature mandates a court's 

consideration of six factors in ultimately determining whether cohabitation is or 

has been occurring: 

(1) Intertwined finances such as joint bank accounts 

and other joint holdings or liabilities; 

 

(2) Sharing or joint responsibility for living expenses; 

 

(3) Recognition of the relationship in the couple's social 

and family circles; 

 

(4) Living together, the frequency of contact, the 

duration of the relationship, and other indicia of a 

mutually supportive intimate personal relationship; 

 

(5) Sharing household chores; 

 

(6) Whether the recipient of alimony has received an 

enforceable promise of support from another person 

within the meaning of [N.J.S.A. 25:1-5]. 
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But we reject the argument that evidence of all these circumstances must be 

presented for a movant to establish a prima facie case of cohabitation.  The 

statute contains a seventh item, which allows a court's consideration of "[a]ll 

other relevant evidence," N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23(n)(7), thereby demonstrating the 

statute does not contain the alpha and omega of what ultimately persuade a court 

that a support spouse is cohabiting. 

 If – as the motion judge seems to have held – a movant like Jeffrey must 

provide evidence on all six specific items to establish a prima facie case, then 

we wonder whether any movant could ever clear that obstacle.  For example, if 

Landau correctly holds that compulsory discovery is not permitted until a prima 

facie case is shown, how is it that the movant is to obtain and present direct 

evidence that a former spouse and another have "intertwined [their] finances"?  

People tend to treat financial information as confidential and do not normally 

volunteer it to others, let alone former spouses obligated to pay them alimony.  

Information that would be helpful in demonstrating intertwined finances is also 

not available from financial institutions on a stranger's request.  Demonstrating 

that a former spouse and a paramour are "sharing" or bearing "joint 

responsibility" for their living expenses is also something a movant is not likely 

able to present without a right to compulsory discovery.  Absent an opponent's 
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voluntary turnover,2 a movant will never be able to offer evidence about the 

financial aspects referred to in N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23(n).  And so, if, as the judge's 

decision suggests, a movant must check off all six boxes to meet the burden of 

presenting a prima facie case, a finding of cohabitation will be as rare as a 

unicorn.  This cannot be what the Legislature had in mind when it codified the 

meaning of cohabitation sufficient to permit an alteration in an alimony 

obligation. 

The judicial task in determining whether a prima facie case has been 

presented is far less mechanical.  It is enough that the movant present evidence 

from which a trier of fact could conclude the supported spouse and another are 

in "a mutually supportive, intimate personal relationship" in which they have 

"undertaken duties and privileges that are commonly associated with marriage 

or civil union."  N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23(n).  We are satisfied from our review of the 

record – which is de novo because the judge conducted no hearing and made no 

factual findings – that Jeffrey presented an abundance of evidence not only as 

 
2   Here, Cynthia provided limited information for a short span of time that 

neither dispels Jeffrey's contentions about that time nor at any time not covered 

by the volunteered information. 
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to whether Cynthia and William Boozan are married3 but, if they are not, 

whether they are or have been cohabiting. 

 Jeffrey has shown, based on what was available from social media and 

from the way Cynthia and William Boozan presented in public, as well as 

information from family members, that Cynthia and William are now or have in 

the past resided together, that they have had a fourteen-year relationship, that 

they have traveled together extensively, and that there are other "indicia of a 

mutually supportive intimate personal relationship."  See Konzelman, 158 N.J. 

at 203 (holding, in a case decided prior to the enactment of N.J.S.A. 2A:34-

23(n), that to constitute cohabitation a relationship must be shown to be "serious 

and lasting"); see also Quinn, 225 N.J. at 51. 

 
3  We should note that Jeffrey's alternate claim that Cynthia has remarried – 

based on William's social media posts that refer to Cynthia as his "wife" – is not 

subject to the cohabitation analysis that takes up the lion share of this opinion.  

Law and public policy favor a permanent termination of alimony when the 

supported spouse remarries, N.J.S.A. 2A:34-25; Quinn v. Quinn, 225 N.J. 34, 

49 (2016), even if the remarriage ends or is annulled, Flaxman v. Flaxman, 57 

N.J. 458, 463 (1971).  When claiming a remarriage, a movant need not show a 

prima facie case of cohabitation.  Remarriage alone suffices, and we are satisfied 

that the moving and opposing papers present a genuine material dispute about 

whether Cynthia remarried despite her denials.  It remains only for the judge – 

after an opportunity for discovery – to assess the proofs at an evidentiary hearing 

and determine whether Cynthia has, in fact, remarried. 
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Turning to the factual basis on which Jeffrey moved for relief, he certified 

that approximately two years after the divorce, he noticed William Boozan's car 

regularly outside the former martial home when picking up his children for 

weekend visitation.  Cynthia and William have acknowledged they were then in 

a dating relationship.  Jeffrey, obviously not being privy to their financial 

arrangements and circumstances beyond what an outsider may see without 

unlawfully prying, was otherwise unaware of the nature and extent of Cynthia 

and William's relationship for years.  But, after observing social media posts 

that suggested more than a dating relationship, Jeffrey decided to hire a private 

investigator. 

This investigation produced considerable evidence of cohabitation or 

perhaps even a marriage.  Specifically, in numerous social media posts over the 

span of the past seven years, William Boozan referred to Cynthia as "my wife": 

• On March 12, 2012, he posted "[m]y wife and I 

spent a week at the Fairmont, Mayakoba at the 

end of February 2012" and "[m]y wife entertains 

clients in Manhattan each week at the most-high 

end restaurants, and she said nothing compares to 

the Mayakoba experience."  That same day, he 

also posted about a restaurant in Mexico, stating 

"[i]t made the evening for my wife, so I can't 

complain." 
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• On March 16, 2015, William posted on social 

media that "[m]y wife and I spent a week at 

Paradisus." 

 

• In February 2016 he reviewed a Spring Lake 

restaurant, stating:  "[m]y wife and I had dinner 

here on Valentine's weekend."  He later added:  

"[m]y wife and I have been here several times." 

 

• On February 16, 2016, William posted about "the 

second trip to Paradisus for my wife and I in 

January." 

 

• In August 2016, he reviewed a Point Pleasant 

restaurant, stating "[m]y wife and I have been 

going here all summer, and it is what we want for 

every weekend." 

 

• In November 2016, William said in a social 

media post that "[m]y wife and I went here [a 

New York restaurant] for my birthday."  

 

• In April 2017, William and Cynthia traveled to 

Ireland, and he posted:  "[m]y wife and I had such 

a great time here." 

 

• On March 5, 2018, William posted that "[m]y 

wife and I had a superb experience" during a 

vacation in Florida. 

 

Those posts not only reveal that William Boozan referred to Cynthia as his 

"wife," but they also reveal, as do the following social-media posts, that he and 

Cynthia traveled and participated in events extensively: 
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• In May 2012 Cynthia and William Boozan 

attended the Kitchen Spring Gala together. 

 

• In the summer of 2012, William reported in a 

publication put out by The Pingry School that he 

and Cynthia attended a reception in New York 

City. 

 

• In January 2013, Cynthia and William attended 

an art exhibition in New York. 

 

• In November 2013, they attended a cancer 

research event at the Park Avenue Armory in 

New York City. 

 

• In September 2014 they attended William's class 

reunion. 

 

• In May 2015 they attended another Kitchen 

Spring Gala. 

 

• In March 2018, they attended a political event 

held by Cynthia's alma mater. 

 

• In January 2019, they attended a Broadway show. 

 

Other social-media posts revealed how often Cynthia and William were 

together for holidays and family functions: 

• On Father's Day, 2016, Cynthia posted a picture 

of her celebrating the holiday with William 

Boozan.  

 

• In November 2017, Cynthia posted a picture of 

herself, her son, and William celebrating 

William's birthday.  
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• On Father's Day, 2019, she posted a photo of 

herself and William celebrating the holiday and 

referring to him as a "very special gentleman." 

 

Jeffrey also demonstrated that Cynthia spent a considerable amount of 

time with William at his Spring Lake home, which he purchased in 2016, as 

suggested by photos of Spring Lake she posted on her Instagram account in the 

Summer of 2016, November 2016, January 2017, September 2018, November 

2018, April 2019, and February 2020. 

Jeffrey presented other evidence that not only suggested cohabitation but 

also a marriage.  As noted, William Boozan repeatedly referred to Cynthia in 

social media posts as his "wife," and Jeffrey provided in his motion papers a 

publication issued by a Catholic church in Spring Lake that listed Cynthia, in a 

Mother's Day's message, as "Cynthia Temple Boozan." 

 Jeffrey also presented evidence that Cynthia sold their former marital 

home in 2017 and purchased a New York City apartment.  William Boozan 

acknowledged in his August 2020 certification that he gave up his New York 

City apartment "a few months" earlier in 2020.  He presumably has, however, 

continued to operate his medical offices on Long Island, quite a commuting 

distance from Spring Lake, absent some other, closer abode.  This information 

certainly supports an inference that Cynthia not only has resided with William 
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in his Spring Lake home,4 but also that he has resided in Cynthia's New York 

City apartment. 

In fact, surveillance conducted by Jeffrey's private investigator discovered 

Cynthia was living full-time in William's Spring Lake home between April and 

June 2020.  Cynthia admitted this, though she claims she moved to Spring Lake 

only temporarily when she received a March 24, 2020 notice from her apartment 

manager that a resident in her building had become infected with COVID-19.5  

Jeffrey produced photos obtained by his private investigator that depict Cynthia 

engaging in household responsibilities, such as bringing groceries into William's 

Spring Lake home, performing other household shopping trips, and retrieving 

and opening mail.  Cynthia is seen in these photographs using a key or entering 

the Spring Lake residence through the garage keypad access code.   Even the 

financial records volunteered by Cynthia and William memorialize transactions 

by Cynthia on several occasions in early 2020, suggesting the two were together 

in Spring Lake on the weekends before the pandemic, and evidence of 

 
4  Jeffrey certified that their son had referred to his mother's "Spring Lake place." 

 
5  In her opposing certification, Cynthia claimed she called William Boozan in 

a "total panic" when the COVID pandemic broke out in New York City and she 

"literally threw some clothes in a bag, grabbed [her] laptop and work papers and 

went directly to Spring Lake." 
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transactions William made in New York City near Cynthia's apartment in that 

same time frame. 

Also telling is the fact that on June 30, 2020, Jeffrey's attorney wrote to 

demand that, with the filing of the motion and the pending legal dispute, they 

preserve "any and all records relevant and potentially relevant to all litigation in 

this matter."  Cynthia and William responded by scrubbing their social media 

accounts and deleting many of the posts referred to above.  This also gives rise 

to an inference in Jeffrey's favor. 

In opposing Jeffrey's motion, Cynthia filed a certification in which she 

attempted to refute or explain all the information he presented.  She claimed – 

as noted above – that she spent months "sheltering" in the Spring Lake home 

because of the COVID pandemic and out of concern for what she referred to, 

without clarity or amplification, as "race riots" in New York.   She denied that 

she and William Boozan were or are married or that they cohabit, claiming they 

are only "good friends." 

There may be non-cohabitation explanations for all that Jeffrey has 

presented, but the only question for the judge when considering the motion 

papers was whether Jeffrey presented enough to entitle him to discovery and an 

evidentiary hearing.  We are satisfied he did. 
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We cannot emphasize enough that judges must be cognizant that most 

information relevant to cohabitation is not readily available to movants.  These 

motions are akin to summary judgment motions filed prior to the completion of 

discovery.  When, at that stage, crucial facts are within the sole knowledge of 

the other party, we have long recognized from the earliest days of our current 

court system, see, e.g., Templeton v. Bor. of Glen Rock, 11 N.J. Super. 1, 4 

(App. Div. 1950), and since, see, e.g., Mohamed v. Iglesia Evangelica Oasis De 

Salvacion, 424 N.J. Super. 489, 499 (App. Div. 2012), the impropriety of 

granting summary judgment in those circumstances.  Although it is true family 

judges should be careful not to permit a fishing expedition into a supported 

spouse's private affairs on a weak claim, judges must also remain aware that 

movants like Jeffrey do not have access to much of the information relevant to 

a dispute about cohabitation.  In civil matters, courts often quite correctly deny 

or continue summary judgment motions until discovery is completed.  See, e.g., 

Bilotti v. Accurate Forming Corp., 39 N.J. 184, 206 (1963); Mohamed, 424 N.J. 

Super. at 499; Templeton, 11 N.J. Super. at 4.  Contrary to that well-established 

approach, Jeffrey was put to the burden of demonstrating the factual sufficiency 

of his claim when most of the relevant information remains in Cynthia's 

possession. 
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In addition, the judge too severely scrutinized Jeffrey's allegations while 

deferring to Cynthia's explanations.  The judge, for example, seems to have 

accepted Cynthia's assertion that:  she and William Boozan are not married even 

though there is no dispute that William referred to Cynthia as his "wife"6; she 

resided with William Boozan only for the three-month period in which she left 

New York around the time the pandemic broke out7; and she and William 

Boozan are only "good friends."  Jeffrey – not Cynthia – should have been given 

the benefit of the doubt and all favorable inferences to be drawn from the 

evidence so far available without discovery.  Jeffrey presented a prima facie case 

of cohabitation – and a genuine factual dispute about whether Cynthia and 

 
6  In rejecting Jeffrey's contention that the parties would seem to be married, the 

judge concluded that "[s]ocial media posts are not reliable" even though William 

Boozan acknowledged he referred to Cynthia in these posts as his "wife," which 

the judge then excused by saying "[a]nyone can call someone their wife even if 

they are simply dating in a relationship."  The judge rejected Jeffrey's claim of 

a marriage by stating that Cynthia "certifies she is not married to Dr. Boozan, 

and [Jeffrey] has failed to present any credible evidence to the contrary" because 

he did not present a "marriage certificate or any photograph memorializing the 

suspected legal union."  Clearly, the judge erred by assuming Jeffrey's evidence 

was not true and by assuming Cynthia's general demurrer was enough to defeat 

Jeffrey's claim. 

  
7  Without hearing any testimony – let alone allowing discovery – the judge 

decided Cynthia resided with William Boozan between April and June 2020 "out 

of necessity and concern for her health and safety." 
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William Boozan are married – and these issues should now be developed 

through discovery and an evidentiary hearing.8 

Reversed and remanded for discovery9 and an evidentiary hearing.  We do 

not retain jurisdiction. 

     

 
8  We note that the parties' marital settlement agreement preceded the enactment 

of N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23(n) but the allegations focus on Cynthia's relationship with 

William Boozan after the statute's enactment.  To the extent there are differences 

between how the statute defines cohabitation and how that concept was defined 

by pre-statutory law, we do not opine at this time about whether Cynthia's 

alleged cohabitation should be considered in light of the former or the latter.   

See Spangenberg v. Kolakowski, 442 N.J. Super. 529, 537-39 (App. Div. 2015).  

Like the other relevant circumstances, the factual record has not been 

sufficiently developed to allow for any clear determination as to whether what 

the parties intended when they agreed many years ago that cohabitation would 

allow for the termination or modification of alimony was the standard discussed 

in cases like Konzelman or whether they intended that cohabitation would be 

determined by the law in effect when the alleged cohabitation occurs.  

 
9  Shortly before oral argument in this appeal, Jeffrey moved for a limited 

remand or to supplement the record on appeal to include "a Whitepages report" 

that suggests Cynthia's address is the same as William Boozan's Spring Lake 

address.  We have denied that motion by separate order, and we have not 

considered this information in reaching our decision in this appeal.  

Notwithstanding, our ruling on the motion should not be interpreted as 

precluding further investigation and discovery into that particular item or any 

other relevant information following today's remand. 
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